NCA Narita Import Bonded Warehouse: Cargo Handling Charges
As of 01 June, 2018
DESCRIPTION

JPY

REMARKS

I. Import Warehouse Facility Usage Charge
Per consignment by one MAWB or HAWB
ex 1. 1,500kg/consignment
400 JPY + (5 JPY x 1,500kg) = 7,900 JPY

The facility utility charge is the sum of a flat amount 400 JPY per consignment by one MAWB
or HAWB and a weight proportional charge 5 JPY per kg. The upper limit amount for the
consignment under 1,500kg is 7,900 JPY. When the consignment is over 1,500kg, 1 JPY
should be added to every additional 1kg or the odd weight under 1kg.

ex 2. 3,000kg/consignment
400 JPY + (5 JPY x 1,500kg) + (1 JPY x 1,500kg) = 9,400 JPY

II. Other Charges
1. Warehouse Handling Charge
Per consignment by MAWB or HAWB, per time
Weight per consignment
under 100kg
101~500kg
501~1,000kg
over 1,000kg

740
1,470
2,100
2,630

When the above-mentioned service is provided during the following time slot, the following
surcharges will be added in the handling charge.
Per consignment by MAWB or HAWB, per time
Weight per consignment
under 100kg
101~500kg
501~1,000kg
over 1,000kg
<Time period>

190
380
550
680

Weekdays
00:00~08:30, 17:00~24:00
Saturdays
00:00~08:30, 12:30~24:00
Sundays, public holidays, 29Dec to 03Jan 00:00~24:00

And when sorting delivery or inside inspection takes more than two(2) hours,
fifty(50) percent of above-mentioned charges should be added to the basic charge.
2. Overtime Delivery
900

Overtime means a time period from 17:00 to 08:30 of the following day on weekdays,
Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays. A shipment delivered overtime should be charged
the charge on the right.
The charge on the right applies to a consignment over 1,000kg.

1,800

And the above-mentioned service is provided from 23:00 to 06:00 of the following day, the
surcharge on the right should be added to the basic charge.

450

The charge on the right applies to a consignment over 1,000kg.

900

3. Carriage Charge
(1) Between the warehouse and the custom or the inspection area of the animal quarantine
service or the plant quarantine service. (Round trip, One way - same
charge)
Per case, per time
Weight per consignment

under 100kg
101~500kg
501~1,000kg
1,001~2,000kg
When the consignment is over 2,000kg, the charge on the right should be added to every
additional 1,000kg or the odd weight.

round/
one way

840
1,680
2,390
2,980
210

(2) Between South Cargo Area and North Cargo Area, or the animal quarantine facility
located in Tennami Area. (Round trip)
Per case, per time
Weight per consignment

under 100kg
101~500kg
501~1,000kg
1,001~2,000kg
When the consignment is over 2,000kg, the charge on the right should be added to every
additional 1,000kg or the odd weight.

round

3,350
5,030
6,450
7,630
450

(3) Between South Cargo Area and North Cargo Area (One way)
Per case, per time
Weight per consignment

under 100kg
101~500kg
501~1,000kg
1,001~2,000kg
When the consignment is over 2,000kg, the charge on the right should be added to every
additional 1,000kg or the odd weight.

one way
2,360
3,540
4,530
5,360
310

(4) Between the warehouses located in South Cargo Area. (One way)
Per case, per time
Weight per consignment

under 100kg
101~500kg
501~1,000kg
1,001~2,000kg
When the consignment is over 2,000kg, the charge on the right should be added to every
additional 1,000kg or the odd weight.

one way
1,050
1,890
2,600
3,190
210

(5) Charter operation within the airport
Per operation (One way)

10,000 kg capability truck
4,000 kg capability truck
300 kg capability truck

15,000
12,000
4,000

The shuttle regular service operational hour between a south and a north cargo area is
defined separately.
The operational hours of a chartered truck becomes in the business hours of the
warehouse in principle.
Even if it is in the operational hour of a shuttle truck, about a conveyance request of a lot
cargo, it may obtain by considering it as charter arrangements.
The above charge is applied only carriage of bonded cargo.
4. Transport of documents of arrival cargo to North Cargo Area
Monthly flat amount

10,000

5. Supplying Dry Ice
Per case, per piece (Limited dry ice amount up to 4 kg per piece)
In case exceeding the above, following charges is applied.
1 to 5 pieces
6 to 10 pieces
In case above of 10 pieces, JPY 3,000 applied every ten pieces.

160
1,500
3,000

In addition, when the instructions to inner carton are obtained, the above-mentioned charge
is applied to the number of inner cartons. Moreover, the charge of the clause 18 may be
applied according to the packing condition of the cargo.
Actual expenses for dry ice will be charged.
6. Disposal Charge
Administrative charge per time
Disposal charge (incineration etc.)

3,000
actual
expenses

7. Certificates, Application and Cancellation Charge
Per case, per time
Complicated case (Such as document procedures with customs based on customer's request)
Complicated case (Such as document procedures against related governmental office)
Others
8. Inspection Room/Area Usage Charge

3,500
1,000
500
3,120

9. Igloo/Palletized Cargo Break Down Charge
20/16FT
10FT (118in. Height)
10FT (96in. Height)
10FT (64in. Height)
PLB
LD3

31,500
21,000
15,500
10,500
10,500
5,000

10. Loading onto Truck by Forklift
Per kg of applicable consignment

Including in the Import Warehouse Facility Usage Charge

→

However, in following case, additional charge is applied.
in case of using Additional forklift for such as oversized cargo loading.
Per HAWB, per unit, per hour

6,000

In case of using 20 tons capacity Forklift for such as super heavy cargo loading.
Per HAWB, per time, per hour

8,000

11. Loading Palletized Cargo onto Truck
When cargo palletized onto ULD is delivered, the charge on the right should be charged.
ULD Type 1, 2, 2A, 2C, 2H (Main Deck Size)
ULD Type 5, 6 (Lower Deck Size)
ULD Type 8 (LD3)

Including in the Import Warehouse Facility Usage Charge
Including in the Import Warehouse Facility Usage Charge
Including in the Import Warehouse Facility Usage Charge

→
→
→

12. Break Bulk Service Charge
Per HAWB, per time
Check and inside inspection
Per case, per time

-with pre-information by electronic data transaction
with pre-information by other than electronic data
without pre-information

25
60
90

13. Digital Photo Service
Taking photos by digital camera upon arrival and sending them via internet
up to 5 pictures per case -request sent via Website- ( be applied from Jun.2018)
up to 5 pictures per case -request sent via FAX- (*be applied from Jun-Aug.2018)
up to 5 pictures per case -request sent via FAX- (*be applied from Sep.2018)
* via Fax 1,500JPY will apply from Sep. after confirm
new website/transitional measures
more than 6 pictures, each picture

1,000
1,000
1,500
100

14. Attendance Service Charge for Inspection
Per HAWB, per time (up to 1 hour)
(Own clearance of passenger baggage's or animals etc.)
In case of exceeding 1 hour, #18. charge is applied.

1,500

15. Disinfection Fee (Sheep casing, chicks etc.)
Per square meter

1,500
actual
expenses

16. Feeding Charge
17. Dog walking & Dog cage cleaning
18. Others
Actual expenses are charged for special measures and handling other than the above
mentioned separately. The work fee on the right is charged.

500

6,000

19. The additional charge is applied when using space widely for inspection and sorting delivery
etc.
20. Urgent Handling Service Charge
Urgent break & piece count by ATA+150 min.
Total pieces per AWB (Both HAWB & MAWB) are up to 50 pcs
up to 100 pcs

6,000
8,000

If NCA couldn't complete by ATA + 150min, this charge will not be applied.
(Exception)
In the following case, this service will not be applied.
(1) Instruction is not made by 60 min. prior to ETA.
(2) In case total HAWB or MAWB pcs are over 101pcs.
(3) The shipment which was arrived by BUC(SLAC,BUP).
(4) Bonded goods which was arrived from another airport or bonded area.
(5) The shipment which was not arrived at NCA warehouse.
(6) NCA Priority Service shipment;
(NCA EXPRESS / NCA COOL / NCA FREIGHT / NCA SUPER SENSITIVE) , and
the shipment for which NCA put priority by NCA's own judgment;
(ex. Perishable, Valuable, Diplomatic, News paper, Live Animal, Reagent, Lymph,
Cornea, Organ for transplant etc.)
21. Re-weighing, Re-measurement Service Charge
Re-weighing
Per kg
Minimum charge per time
In case of designating case number, added per piece
Re-measurement

Per piece
Minimum charge per time
In case of designating case number, added per piece

7.0
1,000
500
500
1,000
500

(Applicable regulation)
1. "Per consignment" means "1 MAWB" or "1 HAWB." However, "Per consignment" of
an Import Warehouse Facility Usage Charge means "one taking out."
2. For fraction processing, round up to JPY unit.
3. Weight calculates the cargo which is less than 1 kg as 1 kg per affair.
(Effective date)
This charge table is effective from 01 June, 2018.
Nippon Cargo Airlines

